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DIOPHANTINE SETS OVER ALGEBRAICINTEGER RINGS. II
BY
J. DENEF1

Abstract. We prove that Z is diophantine over the ring of algebraic
integers in any totally real number field or quadratic extension of a totally
real number field.
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We call a subset S of B diophantine over B if the 1-ary relation "x G S" is
diophantine over B.
Let K be a number field (i.e., a field of finite degree over Q); we denote the
ring of algebraic integers in K by 0^. Suppose Z (as a subset of 0^-) is
diophantine over 0^, then it is easy to see (using the fundamental result of
[2]) that a relation R is diophantine over 0^ if and only if R is recursively
enumerable. Moreover, if Z is diophantine over 0^-, then the diophantine
problem for 6K is recursively unsolvable.
In Denef and Lipshitz [6], we conjectured that Z is diophantine over 0^,
for every number field K. We proved this for [K : Q] = 2 in [4], and for some

[K: Q] = 4 in [6]. A number field K is called totally real if every embedding
of K into C maps K into R. In the present paper we prove the following:
Theorem. If K is a totally real number field, then Z is diophantine over 6K.
Combining the above theorem with Theorem (c) of [6] we obtain:
Corollary.
If K is a quadratic extension of a totally real number field, then
Z is diophantine over 6K.

For related questions and more references, see [6].
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The theorem is proved in §3. In §2 we define sequences xm(a), ym(a) G 6K,
m = 0, 1, 2, .... If K is a totally real number field, then, for certain a G 6K,
the ± xm(a), ±ym(a) are exactly the solutions in 0^ of the equation x2 — (a2
— \)y2 = 1 (Lemma 3). Since these solutions are not rational integers, we
cannot use the methods of [4] and [6]. Instead we use an adaptation of
Matijasevic's method [8] to obtain m from ym(a) in a diophantine way.
Difficulties arise because we do not know whether or not certain properties of
the classical Pell sequences used by Matijasevic are true for our sequences
xm(a), ym(a). Nevertheless we prove that certain subsequences satisfy all the
properties needed (Lemmas 4 and 5). Compare conditions (1), (3), (4), (10),
(11), (12), (13) and (14) of the Main Lemma (§3) with conditions (I)-(VII) of
Davis [2, p. 244]. Condition (2) of the Main Lemma has been added to reach
the whole sequence (using Lemma 6).

I would like to thank L. Lipshitz for inspiring conversations on this subject.
2. The sequences xm(a), ym(a).

Definition.

Let ATbe a number field, a G <QK.Set 5(a) = Va2 - 1 ,

e(a) = a + 8(a). Suppose «5(a) £ K. We define the sequences xm(a), ym(a) G

eK, m G N, by
xm(a)

+ 8(a)ym(a)

= (e(a))m.

Where the context permits, the dependence on a is not explicitly shown,
writings, t,xm,ym.

Lemma 1. Let K be any number field, anda, ft, c G <SK.Suppose 8(a), 8(b) £
K. Let m, ft, k,j G N. We have:
(1) e is a unit in 6K(S), e~x = a — 8, and xm,ym satisfy the Pell equation
x2 - (a2 -

\)y2 = \;

(2)xm = (e™ + t-m)/2,ym
(3) xm±k = xmxk ± (a2 -

(4)h\m^yh\ym;
(5)^
=kx£
(6)*m+i

= (e- - e~m)/28;
lK^,.ym±*

= xkym ± x„yk;

xyhmody3h;

= 2axm

-

xm_x,ym+x

= 2aym - ym_x;

0)ym(<*) = m mod (a - 1);
(8) if a = b mod c, then xm(a) = xm(b) mod c andym(a)
(9)*2m±7=

=ym(b)

mod c;

- Xjmodxm;

(10) //tj G 0^ and tj ^ 0, then there exists an m G N0 such that f)\ym(a).

Proof. The proofs of (\)-(9) are exactly the same as for the classical Pell

sequences, see, e.g., Lemmas 2.5, 2.8, 2.10, 2.13-2.15 and 2.20 of Davis [2]. We
now prove (10): Let m be the order of the group of units in the finite ring
0a:(í)/(25tj), where (2<5tj)denotes the ideal generated by 25tj. Then e±m = 1
mod 25tj. Hence ■n\(em- e-m)/28 = ym. Q.E.D.
For the remainder of §2, we suppose that K is a totally real number field of
degree n over Q. Let ox, . . ., on be the embeddings of K into R. Suppose
a G 6K satisfies
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(*)

(Hence a & Z.) Set L = K(8) i= K. Every embedding a, of K into R extends
to two embeddings a,, and oi2 of K into C. We have

a,,(S)=±\/o-,(a)2-l

and

a,2(5 ) = - a,,(«S).

Only two embeddings a,, and a, 2 map L into R. Choose a,, such that

0 < axx(8) = +\Jox(a)2 - 1 G R.
We identify L with a subfield of R by the embedding o,,; thus we write z
instead of oxx(z).
Lemma 2. Suppose K is totally real and a satisfies (*); then for m G N0,

/ = 2, 3, . . . , n andj = \,2we have:
(1) a/2 < 8 < a, a,v(5) G V^T R a/W \ < |alV(<5)|
< 1;
(2)a<e<
2a, |ov(e)| = 1;
(3)em/4a<ym<em/a,\oi(ym)\<2;
(4) em/2

Proof.

<xm<em,

|a,(xm)|

<

1.

Straightforward calculations using (*) and Lemma 1(2) yield the

lemma. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3. Suppose K is totally real and a satisfies (*); then all solutions in &K

of the Pell equation
x2 - (a2 - \)y2 = 1
are given by x = ± xm(a),y

(1)

= ± ym(a).

Proof. Let UK be the group of units in 6K, and UL the group of units in
6L. Set

S = {x + 8y: x,y G 6K satisfy (1)}.
Obviously S is a subgroup of the kernel of the norm map NL/K: UL-> UK:
u H» NL/K(u). Moreover NL/K maps UL onto a subgroup (containing Í7¿) of
finite index in UK. Hence rk S < rk UL — rk UK, where rk denotes the
torsion free rank. From the Dirichlet-Minkowski theorem on units (see, e.g.,
Borevich and Shafarevich [1]) we obtain rk UK = n — 1, rk UL = n. Hence
rk S = 1 (notice that e G S). Since S c R, the torsion subgroup of S is
{± 1}. Let e0 De a generator for S modulo torsion, such that e0 > 1. We shall
prove that e0 = e, and this implies the lemma.
We have
e = ej for some e G N0.
(2)
Notice that £q = x0 + 8y0, for some x0,y0 G 6K; hence y0 = (e0 - e0-1)/25
and 2«5|(e0 - e0"'). Thus

\N(28)\ <|Ar(e0-eo-%
where N denotes the norm from L to Q.
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We have
_

|AW|=2

-)2n

(«x-«)n w«))>22n82{\)2n
j

>a2

(Lemma 2(1)),

(«o - *o 'X'b ' - eo) u (oij(e0) - Oij(e0) l)

^(«(»-«b"1)!-

t+l
j

< («o - e0"')222""2 < t\22"-2

(Lemma 2(2)).

Combining these inequahties with (3) yields
a2 < e222"-2.

(4)

Suppose e =£ 1, then (2) gives e > e2»hence 2a > e implies 2a > e2,.The last
inequality and (4) yield a < 22n~x, which contradicts (*). Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Suppose K is totally real, a satisfies (*), ft, m G N, ano"

|^*)t>î

/or i-2,

3, ...,*.

(1)

Then we have
(ï)yh\ym^h\m>

(^)yl\ym^nyh\m.
Proof, (i) Suppose yh\ym, but ft} m. Set m = hq + k with q, k GN and
0 < k < h. Lemma 1(3) yields^ = x^^ + x^y^.. Notice that y^y^, hence
yh\xhqyk- Since xj^ — (a2 — l)y^ = 1, the elements >>Aand x^ aie relatively

prime. Thus^l^

and

\N(y„)\<\N(yk)\,
where N denotes the norm from K to Q. We have

(2)

\N(y„)\
=\yh\
IT|o,Oa)|>WÖF"' (by(0)
i*\
>¿(i)"-1
4a

(Lemma2(3)),
e*

\"(yk)\= M II |o,0*)| < "V2-1 (Lemma
2(3)).
Combining these inequahties with (2) yields e*-* < 22". Since k < ft we
obtain a < e < 22", which contradicts (*). This proves (i).
(ii) Supposeyi\ym. Then (i) implies h\m, and m = hk, with k G N. Lemma
1(5) yields ym =kxk~xyh mod^. Hence yZlkxjf-^,,. Since xh and yh are

relatively prime, we obtain yh\k. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5. Suppose K is totally real, a satisfies (*), k,j G N, m G N0, a/io*

|o,Om)|>¿

for i = 2,3,...,«.

77teHwe ftaue

jca = ± Xj mod *„,=>& = ±/

mod m.

(The two ±'s do not have to correspond.)
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Proof. Set k = 2mq ± k0,j = 2mh ± j0, with a, A, k0,j0 G N, and ac0< m,
j0 < m. Lemma 1(9) implies
*k -

± **„>

XJ -

± xh

mod >•

Hence, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for k < m, j < m. Thus suppose
xk = ± Xj mod xm, k < m and/ < m. We shall prove that xk = x,. Assume
xk ¥= Xp then
\N(xm)\<\N(xk±Xj)\,

(2)

where N denotes the norm from K to Q. We may suppose that xk > x,. We
have

\N(xm)\ = xm n |o,OJ| > ^(i)"-1
>em(î)"

(by (1))

(Lemma 2(4)),

|JV0, ± x,)| < (K| + |x,|) u (|o,0,)| + |a,(xy)|)
i#i
< 2xkTr~i < e*2"

(Lemma 2(4)).

From these inequalities, and (2) it follows that em~k < 22n. Hence
am-k K 22n

(3)

Combining (3) with (*) yields k = m. Thus the given congruence takes the
simpler form xm\xj. Whence
\N(xm)\<\N(Xj)\.

(4)

Using the same estimates as in the proof of (3) we obtain from (4) that
am-j < 2". Since/ < m we are in contradiction with (*). Thus xk = Xj, But
the sequence xk is strictly increasing in k, hence k = j. Q.E.D.
Remark. Condition (1) in Lemmas 4 and 5 may not be necessary.
Lemma 6. Suppose K is totally real and a satisfies (*). Let k G N0. Then there

exist multiples m,h G N0 of k such that

|o/CO| > ï for i = 2, 3, ...,n,
\<*¡(y>,)\
>\

for i = 2, 3, ...,n.

Proof. We recall a theorem of Kronecker (see, e.g., Hardy and Wright [7,
Chapter 23, Theorem 442, p. 370], although we use another formulation): Let
T, + be a 1-dimensional torus, i.e., T s R/Z, and e,k G N0, v =
(vx, . . . ,ve) G Te. If t>„ . . . , ve are linearly independent
m G N0, k|m) is everywhere dense in Te.

in T, then [m • v:

Set T = {z G C: \z\ = 1} (now we use multiphcative notation). Set
« = (o2,i(e)» o3;,(e), • . . , o„ ,(e)).
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Lemma 2(2) gives v G T"~x. Since

o.OJ = \M*T

+ o,,,(«)"m)

kOJI > liKiW" - o^e)-)!

(Lemma 1(2)),

(Lemma1(2)and 2(1)),

for i = 2,3, ... ,n, it is easy to see that Kronecker's theorem implies the
lemma. Thus we only have to prove

II o„(e)a' = 1 =* a2 = a3 .-a„

= 0,

for a2, a3, . . . , a„ G Z.
Let us show, e.g., that a2 = 0. Let t be an automorphism
ro2, = a,,. When t acts on (1), we obtain

(1)

of C such that

e* n To,.,(£r'= i.
If i ^ 2, then to, , ^ o, „ a, 2 and |to, ,(e)| = 1 (Lemma 2(2)). Hence |e°2| = 1,

and a2 = 0. Q.Ê.D.
Lemma 7. Suppose K is totally real, a satisfies (*), and \o¡(a)\ < | for
i = 2,3, . . . , n. Let m G N0. Then there exists an element b in <SKsuch that:

(i)b= 1 mod .ym(a),
(ii) ft = a mod xm(a),
(iii) ft satisfies (*),
Proof. Set ft = x2î + a(l - x¿), with s G N0 to be determined. Obviously
(ii) is satisfied. Since x2 — (a2 — l)_y2 = 1, we have x2 = 1 mod.ym; hence (i)
holds. Lemma 2(4) gives xm > 1 and |o,(xm)| < 1 for i =£ 1. Thus we can
choose s large enough that ft > 22n and \a¡(x^)\ < \, for i # 1. Then (iii) is

also satisfied. Q.E.D.
3. Diophantine definition of Z.
Lemma 8. Le/ K be any number field of degree n over Q, and let

ox, o2, . . . , on be the embeddings of K into C. Let |, z G 6K and z ^ 0. If
2n+,£"(£+iy...

(£ + «-,)>,

then |a,(l)| < \\N(z)\1/" for all i=l,2,...,n.
Proof. (See also [6, Lemma 1].) Let/ = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. We have 2n+1(£
+ j)"\z, thus

|7V(2n+'(l +/)")| < \N(z)\

and

|AF(| +/)| < |A^(2/2"+>)|1/n,

where N denotes the norm from K to Q. Set c = |Af(z/2"+1)|1/n > 1. We

have

nio,(i)+/i<c.
We only give a hint for the proof of the following claim: If a„ . . . , a„ G C,

c GR, c > 1 and if II,|a, + j\ < c for all/ = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, then we have
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|a,| < 2"c for all i = 1, . . . , n. Hint: Consider two cases: 3/Vz: \a¡ + j\ >\
and V/3t: \a¡ +/| < j, where i runs over 1, 2, . . . , n and/ over 0, 1, . . . , n
— 1. Notice that the second case implies V/3/: \a¡ + j\ < -.

Applying the claim for a, = a,(£) yields the lemma. Q.E.D.
Main Lemma. Let K be a totally real number field of degree n over Q, and let
a„ . . . , o„ be the embeddings of K into R. Suppose a G 6K satisfies

ax(a) > 22n and

|a,(a)| < 1/8

for i = 2,3,...,n.

(**)

Define the subset S of 6K by
£G S<r+£G6K

A 3x,y, w, z, u, v, s,t,b

G 6K:

x2 - (a2 - \)y2 = 1,

(1)

w2 - (a2 - l)z2 = 1,

(2)

u2 - (a2 - 1)ü2 = 1,

(3)

s2 - (b2 - \)t2 = 1,

(4)

o,(ft) > 22",

(5)

|a,(ft)|<i

for i = 2,3,...,

n,

(6)

|a,(z)|>¿

for i = 2,3,...,

n,

(1)

\ot(u)\>\

for i = 2,3,...,

n,

(8)

v ¥*0,
z2\v,

2n+ T(l

(9)
(10)

ft = l modz,
ft = a mod u,
s =x mod «,
/ = £ modz,
+ 1)" ... (I + « - l)nx"(x + 1)" ... (x + n - l)"|z.

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Then N0 c 5 C Z.
Proof, (i) Suppose there are x,y, . . . , ft G 6K satisfying (1)—(15).We shall
prove that £ G Z. From (**), (5) and (6) it follows that a and ft satisfy (*).
Hence from (l)-(4) and Lemma 3 it follows that there are k, ft, m,j G N such

that
* = ±^(a),

.y = ±yk(a),

w=

z = ±yh(a),

±xh(a),

u = ±*m(tf)>

i=±x,(ft),

« = ±^m(o)>

r-±j&(ft).
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Thus (7)-(14) become

|o,U(a))|

>i

|o,(*m(a))| > \

for i = 2, 3, . . . , n,

(7)

for i = 2,3,...,«,

(8')

ym(a) * 0,

(9')

yl(a)\ym{a),
6=1
mod^(a),

(10')
(11')

ft=a

(120

modxm(a),

xj(b)=±xk(a)

modxm(a),

yj(b) = ±¿

(130

mod^A(a).

(140

We have

yj(b) =j

mod (ft - 1) (Lemma 1(7)),

yj(b)=j

modyh(a)

j = ±|

modyh(a)

Xj(b) = Xj(a)

mod xm(a)

Xj(a)=±xk(a)

mod^(a)

k = ±j

(by (\Y)),

(by (140),
(by (130),

mod m (by (80, (90 and Lemma 5),

yh(a)\m

(17)

(by (T), (W) and Lemma 4(h)),

k = ±j

modyh(a)

k=

modz

|o,(|)| < \\N(z)\x/n

(16)

(by (120 anQ Lemma 1(8)),

±i

(by (17)),

(by (16)),

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n

k < |oiO*(o))| < \\N(z)\l/n

\oi(k±0\<\N(z)\i/n

(18)

(by (15) and Lemma 8),

(by (15) and Lemma 8),

for/=1,2,

...,«,

|JV(fc.±öl<|jV-(2)|,
fe-±|
(by (18)).
Thus £ G Z.
(ii) Conversely, suppose £ G N0. We shall prove that there are x, y, . . ., ft
G QK satisfying (1)—(15).Set k = £ G N0, x = jcfc(a),and.y = ^(a), then (1)
is satisfied. By Lemmas 1(10), 1(4) and 6, there exists an ft G N0 such that the

left-hand side of (15) dividesyh(a) and |a,0A(a))| > {-for /' = 2, 3, . . . , n. Set
w = xh(a) and z = yh(a), then (2), (7) and (15) are satisfied. Again by
Lemmas 1(10), 1(4) and 6, there exists an m G N0 such that.y;*(a)|.ym(a) and
|o,(xm(a))| >\

for i = 2,3, ...

,n.

Set « = xm(a) and ü = ym(a), then (3),

and (8)—(10)are satisfied. From Lemma 7 it follows that there exists b G 6K

satisfying (11), (12), (5) and (6). Set s = xk(b) and / = yk(b), then (4) is
satisfied. Lemma 1(8) and (12) imply (13), and Lemma 1(7) and (11) imply
(14). Thus all conditions (1)—(15)are satisfied, and £ G S. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 9. Let K be any number field.
(i) If Rx and R2 are diophantine relations over &K, then Rx\/
Rx A R-2are a^so diophantine over 6K.
(ii) 77ie relation x ¥= 0 is diophantine over ¡SK.

R2 and

Proof. See [6, Proposition 1] or [3, §11]. Q.E.D.
Lemma 10. Let K be any number field, and o an embedding of K into R. Then
the relation o(x) > 0 is diophantine over <SK.

Proof. We recall a theorem of Hasse-Minkowski (see, e.g., O'Meara [10,
§66]). Let y G K. A quadratic form represents y in K if and only if it
represents y in all completions of K. Moreover every quadratic form in 4 or
more variables represents^ in every nonarchimedean completion of K.
Choose c G 6K such that o(c) > 0 and the image of c under every other
embedding of K into R is negative. Then we have for all x inGK that
o(x) > 0 <-»3x0, xx, . . ., x4 G 0JÇ-:x0 ^ 0 A *cr* = x2 + x2 + x3 + cxj.

Now apply Lemma 9. Q.E.D.
Proof of the Theorem. It is easy to see that there exists an a G 6K
satisfying (**) (this follows, e.g., from Minkowski's lemma on convex bodies

[1, Chapter 2, §4.2, Theorem 3, p. 110]). From Lemmas 10 and 9 it follows
that the set S of the Main Lemma is diophantine over 6K. Thus Z is also

diophantine over 0^.

Q.E.D.

Remarks. From the Main Lemma one easily obtains an 0^-diophantine
representation of the relation "y = yç(a) A£ G N" in the variables .y and £.
Let ATbe a totally real algebraic field. If there exists an elliptic curve over Q
such that its group of rational points over Q is infinite and of finite index in its
group of rational points over K, then there exists a diophantine definition of
Z over <SKwhich is much simpler than the one given in the Main Lemma. For
example if the index is one, then we have for £ G &Kthat

| G Z^3x,y

G K: {y2 = x3 + ax + ft A|o(|

- y)\ < \,

for every embedding a of K into C),

where y2 = x3 + ax + ft is the equation of the elhptic curve. Indeed this
follows from the following two facts: (i) if the group of rational points over Q
is infinite, then it is dense in the group of rational points over R; (ii) if
£ G 6K, y G Q and |a(£ —y)\ <\ for every embedding a of ATinto C, then
£ G Z. (See [5] for a detailed treatment.) Perhaps for every number field K
there exists such an elliptic curve, but I could only prove this in special cases.
This method also gives some single examples of algebraic fields K of infinite
degree for which Z is diophantine over 6K (by using B. Mazur [9]).
The starting point of the present paper is Lemma 3. For number fields
having only two nonreal embeddings into C a similar statement holds.
Probably this case also can be treated by the method of the present paper.
But I do not know how to treat the general case.
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